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Designers Note
Kelly A. Molton

FURNITURE IS A VISUAL
ART, AND THE COLORS
SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.

DECORATOR NEWS
INSIDE THIS ISSUE:
Adding color to a neutral
room. Lighting ideas, and how
to use color to enhance any
room.

Decorating with Color
Maya Hayworth - Color Expert
Color breathes life into a room. When rooms need updating we tend to
think of paint as the first option to bring color into a lifeless room. Paint
is not the only option. Thing of going further beyond the paint scheme.
For neutral walls, add pieces of art and furniture with brighter colors to
make the room come alive. Furniture should showcase just as a piece of
art does.
Hughes to consider are bright oranges-. Think tangerine. Bright
orange,reds, pinks, and blues like aqua and sky blue. Dazzling prints on
pillows make strong statements against neutral walls.
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Designers Note
Marc K. Bergman

Lighting Choices
Rita Sanders - Lighting Specialist
Get creative with your lights! . This fabulous piece
is certainly will showcase any room. The blue
against the gold-tones adds vibrance and
dimension.
A personalized statement piece with geometric
design and a pop of bright orange color goes a long
way. The look is simple and elegant , and adds modern
glamour to any dining room or living space.

Use similar colors in your wallpaper that
match the painted cabinets in the
bathroom for maximum color impact.
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Designers Note
Simia K. Houston

GO FOR THE FANTASYThis is the ultimate stay at home vacation every
time you step into this room. you'll look forward
to every meal in a fun and delightful way.
Not sure if this look is for you but you love this
wallpaper. Use the wallpaper over canvas and
turn it into art work. Add a dramatic frame to
complete the look.
Wallpaper adds reflects light better and can also
be used to make a room look larger that it is.

LOS ANGELES- NEW
YORK- PARISLONDON- SPAINMIAMI
in recognition of our outstanding
contribution to fine homes around
the world our designers are offering
a special discount below.
Be sure to check out our website at
designerdreamsmedia.com

DESIGNER MEDIA INC.

Email us for 50% of design
services with any furniture or
wallpaper purchase before
January 15th 2019
designer@designerdreamsmedia.com

